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Abstract. This paper proposes a substructure isolation method, which uses time

series of measured local response for online monitoring of substructures. The

proposed monitoring process consists of two key steps: construction of the isolated

substructure, and its identification. Isolated substructure is an independent virtual

structure, which is numerically isolated from the global structure by placing virtual

supports on the interface. First, the isolated substructure is constructed by a

specific linear combination of time series of its measured local responses. Then, the

isolated substructure is identified using its local natural frequencies extracted from the

combined responses. The substructure is assumed to be linear; the outside part of

the global structure can have any characteristics. The method has no requirements

on the initial state of the structure, and so the process can be carried out repetitively

for online monitoring. Online isolation and monitoring is illustrated in a numerical

example with a frame model, and then verified in an experiment of a cantilever beam.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade, Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) has become an important and

widely researched field. New monitoring techniques are being developed and increasingly

wider applied for safety and reliability of civil engineering structures. The applications

often focus on large and specialized structures. Such complex structures are difficult

to be monitored globally using typical approaches of low frequency structural health

monitoring (SHM) due to several inherent reasons, such as poor accuracy of global

parametric models, poor sensitivity of the global response to local damages, poor

numerical convergence, practical limitations concerning sensor number and placement,

unknown excitations sources and boundary conditions, etc. However, in many practical

applications only small local substructures are crucial and need monitoring, which

suggests that there is a practical need for substructuring methodologies that would

allow typical global SHM approaches to be applied locally. Such small substructures

feature much fewer structural parameters or unknown factors and can be identified with

only a few sensors, which makes local modeling and analysis much more feasible in

comparison to global approaches.

Damages of substructures can be detected by a comparison before and after damage

of local sensitive information, such as local model, strain, or dynamic response [1, 2, 3].

However, these methods sometimes detect only the presence of damage. Because the

substructure is a local part of the global structure, accuracy of local identification can

be readily compromised by concurrent changes of other parts of the structure. Most

of the present substructuring methods are based on the equation of motion of the

substructure. The response in time domain is widely used with techniques such as

Kalman filter [4, 5], auto-regressive and moving average model (ARMAX) [6, 7] or

the least squares method [8]. For example, Tee et al. [5] perform the identification

at the substructure level using an observer/Kalman filter method based either on the

equation of state or the equation of motion. Further, in 2009 [9], they use a method

called Condensed Model Identification and Recovery to condense and then retrieve local

parameters in order to avoid the complete measurement. The ARMAX model was used

in 2011 by Xing and Mita [7] to localize the damage of any storey in a shear structure

building. In the same year, Wang et al. [8] develop an online identification method of

hysteretic parameters of the restoring force using the least squares method in pseudo-

dynamic tests. In all these methods, the interface of the substructure is the key factor in

identification. The “quasi-static displacement” approach was adopted by Koh et al. [10]

and Wang et al. [11] to simplify the equation of motion of the substructure; a genetic

algorithm (GA) is employed then for optimization. In 2012, Trinh and Koh [12] compute

the interface velocity and displacement from the measured interface acceleration using a

numerical integration scheme, and then utilize a multi-feature GA method to estimate

the parameters of the substructure. Law and Young [13] use a two-step optimization

procedure, in which the finite element model of a damaged substructure and the interface

forces are alternately updated in each iteration. Hou et al. propose in [14, 15] a
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substructure isolation method (SIM), which first numerically constrains the interface

responses to zero and then isolates the substructure into an independent and virtual

isolated substructure. Such an isolated substructure can be flexibly identified using

any of the existing methods aimed originally at global identification. Some references

perform the identification in frequency domain. Yuen and Katafygiotis [16] present

in 2006 a bayesian frequency-domain approach based on the FFT of measured noisy

responses. In 2010, Zhang et al. [17] identify each storey of a shear structure using the

Cross Power Spectral Density (CPSD).

In many practical applications, the crucial substructures need to be monitored

in real time. The Substructure Isolation Method proposed in [14, 15] required zero

initial state of the substructure and all the loads to be deliberately applied transient

excitations, which ruled out applications for online identification. This paper drops

the assumption of zero initial conditions and uses the isolation methodology with time

series (SIM-TS) of locally measured responses to operational excitations, which extends

the application area of the Substructure Isolation Method and makes it capable of

online tracking of substructural damage. The present literature often uses least-square

estimation [8, 18] or adaptive extended Kalman filtering [19] to track the structural

damage online in time domain. The proposed SIM-TS is different from other methods,

as it consists of two steps. First, the substructure is numerically isolated from the global

structure into an independent virtual structure, of which the responses are constructed

by a combination of the measured responses in time domain. Then, the identification of

the isolated substructure is performed based on its local natural frequencies identified

from the constructed responses. It is well known that natural frequencies represent the

most basic dynamic information of a structure, and they are widely used in damage

identification [20, 21, 22]. Finally, the procedure can be performed repeatedly for the

purpose of online identification.

This paper is structured as follows: section 2 provides an overview of the required

sensors and measurements. Section 3 gives the derivation of the substructure isolation

using time series. Local identification is discussed in section 4. In section 5, a numerical

frame structure is utilized to introduce the application of the method. In section 6, a

beam experiment is performed to verify the proposed method.

2. Instrumentation

2.1. Sensors

The substructure is virtually isolated from the global structure by placing virtual

supports in all its interface degrees of freedom (DOFs). In practice, these supports

are implemented by IB physical interface sensors (the corresponding response is xi,

i = 1, . . . , IB), which are placed and used for the purpose of isolation only. Besides,

there are IS internal sensors (the corresponding response is yi, i = 1, . . . , IS) which are

placed inside the substructure in order to measure its response.
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Figure 1. Responses of the internal sensors, time series yn
i and their ordering into

the vectors Y n.

2.2. Excitations

The proposed isolation approach uses no intentionally applied excitations inside the

substructure. It is assumed that the main sources of excitation are located on the

interface or outside the substructure, that is the substructure is excited through its

interface rather than by internal excitations. As a result, all the considered sensors

measure the response of the substructure to its interface excitation which corresponds

to the actual excitations of the outside structure such as wind, vehicle traffic, running

engines, any other operational excitation, or modal hammer, etc.

2.3. Measurement time series

It is assumed that the discrete responses of the interface and internal sensors are

measured online. The measurements are denoted respectively by {xi(tk)} and {yi(tk)},
where k = 1, 2, . . . indexes the time steps. By using successive and possibly overlapping

time sections, the measurements are divided into the corresponding time series, each of

length K,

xn
i := {xni (tnk)} ,
yn
i := {yni (tnk)} ,

(1)

where n is the number of the time section, k = 1, . . . , K indexes the time steps anew

within each time section, and tn1 < tn+1
1 for all n. In each time section, the readings of

all the interface sensors xn
i , i = 1, . . . , IB, are combined into a single interface response

vector Xn, which is of length IBK. In a similar way, the readings of all the internal

sensors yn
i , i = 1, . . . , IS, are combined into a single internal response vector Y n of

length ISK. For the internal sensors, this process is illustrated in figure 1.

3. Isolation of the substructure

The substructure is assumed to be linear. The isolation process is equivalent to

altering the responses of the internal sensors (using a linear combination with coefficients
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dependent on the interface response) in such a way that the result equals their responses

as if they were placed in a physically isolated substructure, that is in a substructure with

physical supports in the interface DOFs instead of the interface sensors. The isolation

process is carried out numerically, so that the constructed response is the response of

a virtual isolated substructure rather than of a real physical substructure. The response

constructed this way is used to extract local modal properties of the substructure for

the purpose of local health monitoring.

3.1. The combined response

Assume that the time series (1) are extracted from the measurements and combined into

the response vectors Xn and Y n for n = 1, . . . , N + 1. Consider the following combined

response vectors:

CN+1
X := XN+1 +

N∑
n=1

αnX
n = XN+1 +X1:Nα, (2)

CN+1
Y := Y N+1 +

N∑
n=1

αnY
n = Y N+1 + Y 1:Nα, (3)

where the vector α collects the combination coefficients αn, and X1:N and Y 1:N are

matrices composed respectively of column vectors X1 to XN and Y 1 to Y N . If the

substructure is assumed linear, the combined response vectors CN+1
X and CN+1

Y are its

valid responses (that is certain solutions to its equation of motion) and can be thus used

for monitoring. Moreover, if the matrix X1:N is of full row rank, for which a necessary

condition is N ≥ IBK, or more specifically, if it is not row rank-deficient [23], then

the combination coefficients can be selected in such a way that the combined interface

response vanishes,

CN+1
X = XN+1 +X1:Nα = 0, (4)

α := αN+1 = −
[
X1:N

]?
XN+1, (5)

where the superscript “?” denotes the (regularized) pseudo-inverse of a matrix. In such

a case, the corresponding combined vector of the internal response,

CN+1
Y = Y N+1 + Y 1:NαN+1

= Y N+1 − Y 1:N
[
X1:N

]?
XN+1,

(6)

is the response of the isolated substructure, that is the response of the actual

substructure, but as if it was physically isolated from the outside structure. The isolation

is achieved numerically by combining the responses of the interface sensors to zero.

Theoretically, there is no limitation on the type of the excitation, which can

be random, continuous, impact-type, operational, etc. However, in order to obtain

a reliable solution of (4), the response matrix X1:N should not be rank-deficient.

Consequently, excitations with a wide frequency spectrum are recommended, so that the

response conveys more information about the dynamics of the substructure. In addition,
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since (4) is a numerically ill-conditioned equation, the amplitude of the excitation should

be large enough to ensure a high signal-to-noise ratio.

3.2. Equation of motion and the isolated substructure

The equation of motion of the substructure, including its interface DOFs, can be stated

as follows:[
fb(t)

fs(t)

]
=

[
Mbb Mbs

Msb Mss

][
z̈b(t)

z̈s(t)

]
+

[
Cbb Cbs

Csb Css

][
żb(t)

żs(t)

]

+

[
Kbb Kbs

Ksb Kss

][
zb(t)

zs(t)

] (7)

where the subscript “b” relates to the DOFs of the substructural interface (boundary),

the subscript “s” denotes the DOFs inside the substructure, and z�(t), ż�(t), z̈�(t)

with the respective subscripts stand for the displacement, velocity and acceleration of

the respective substructural DOFs. The substructure is excited by fb(t) in its interface

DOFs and by fs(t) in its internal DOFs; the latter excitation will be later assumed to

vanish.

The substructure is assumed to be linear, and so its linearly combined responses

in (4) and (6) are its valid responses to the respectively combined excitations, that is

discretized solutions to the equation of motion. According to the type of the interface

sensors, three kinds of the interface response can be measured, combined into CN+1
X and

made vanishing by selecting the combination coefficients as in (5):

(i) If the displacements are combined to zero, then zb(t) = 0 and obviously also the

velocities and accelerations in the interface DOFs vanish, żb(t) = z̈b(t) = 0.

(ii) If the velocities are combined to zero, then żb(t) = 0 and so also z̈b(t) = 0, but

the displacement is a constant that might be different from zero, zb(t) = x0.

(iii) Finally, if the accelerations are combined to zero, then z̈b(t) = 0, but the velocity

is a constant that might be different from zero, żb(t) = v0. Accordingly, the

displacement in the interface DOFs is a linear function of time,

zb(t) = x0 + v0t. (8)

Among these three cases, the third is the most general and includes the two previous

cases: the second case corresponds to v0 = 0, while the first case requires x0 = 0 and

v0 = 0. If the general combined solution (8) is substituted into (7), then the equation

of motion in the internal DOFs is simplified to

CN+1
fs (t)−Ksbv0t− (Ksbx0 +Cbsv0)

= Mssz̈s(t) +Cssżs(t) +Ksszs(t)
(9)

where CN+1
fs (t) is the internal excitation of the substructure combined in the respective

time sections using the same combination coefficient αN+1 as in (5). The solution to

(9) consists of two parts: a special solution and a general solution,

zs(t) = z?s (t) + z#s (t). (10)
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The special solution z?s (t) to the linear excitation by the interface DOFs is also linear

and can be obtained easily as

z?s (t) = −K−1
ss Ksbv0t

+K−1
ss

(
CssK

−1
ss Ksbv0 −Ksbx0 −Cbsv0

)
,

(11)

while the general solution z#s stands for any response of the substructure to the combined

internal excitation,

CN+1
fs (t) = Mssz̈

#
s (t) +Cssż

#
s (t) +Kssz

#
s (t). (12)

All the parameters in (12), such as the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, Mss,

Css and Kss, the combined excitation CN+1
fs (t) or the response z#s (t), are related only

to the substructure, so that there are no influences of the other parts of the global

structure. As a result, equation (12) is an equation of motion of an independent system.

Such a virtually constructed, independent system is called the isolated substructure. Its

parameters, Mss, Css and Kss, can be estimated by an analysis of the output z#s (t) and

the input CN+1
fs (t). In this paper, no internal excitation is assumed, CN+1

fs (t) = 0, and

so the general solution z#s (t) is the free response of the isolated substructure, which can

be directly used to identify its local modal properties for the purposes of identification

of substructural parameters and local damage identification.

3.3. The combined response vs. the free response of the isolated substructure

In practice, combination (6) of the experimentally measured responses yields a

discretized version of either displacements zs(t), velocities żs(t) or accelerations z̈s(t),

depending on the type of the internal sensors. According to (10) and (11), the combined

response corresponds thus to one of the following

zs(t) =z#s (t)−K−1
ss Ksbv0t

+K−1
ss

(
CssK

−1
ss Ksbv0 −Ksbx0 −Cbsv0

)
,

(13)

żs(t) = ż#s (t)−K−1
ss Ksbv0, (14)

z̈s(t) = z̈#s (t), (15)

where either v0 or both v0, x0 can vanish, depending on the type of the interface

sensors. Notice that only the free response of the isolated substructure (the general

solution) z#s (t), ż#s (t) or z̈#s (t), provides useful information about the substructure and

is of interest here. The difference between the combined response obtained from the

experimental data and the local free response can either vanish, be constant or linear,

which depends on the types of the interface and internal sensors as summarized in

Table 1.

3.4. Selection of the time series

The process of extracting the time series from the measurement data depends on certain

important parameters, such as the sampling frequency fs, the length of the time series K,
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Table 1. The difference between the combined responseCN+1
Y and the general solution

(the free response in case of no internal excitations) of the isolated substructure.

Measured internal response

Measured interface response Displacement Velocity Acceleration

Displacement zero zero zero

Velocity constant zero zero

Acceleration linear constant zero

the number of the time series N , and the time delay between the adjacent time series

∆t = tin+1 − tin. Accuracy of the constructed free responses and natural frequencies of

the isolated substructure depends on their numerical values.

Theoretically, the sampling frequency should satisfy the relation fs ≥ 2fm and the

length of the time series K should satisfy K > 2fs/f1, where fm denotes the largest

considered natural frequency of the isolated substructure and f1 denotes its first natural

frequency. The number of the time series N should be large enough to allow the

combination of IB interface sensors to vanish in K time steps, for which a necessary

condition is N ≥ IBK. For convenience, it will be usually assumed that the time delay

between the adjacent time series ∆t is constant and equals one or two time steps.

4. Online local health monitoring

4.1. Modal identification of the substructure

The isolated substructure is a virtually constructed, independent structure that satisfies

the equation of motion (12). Such a structure can be identified and monitored by an

analysis of its constructed local response (6) and the accordingly combined internal

excitation. Basically, any classical, well-researched identification method can be used

for this purpose, see [24, 25]; this is unlike other substructuring methods, which

simultaneously have to take into account also the interface forces that couple the

substructure to the global structure, and which thus need dedicated, non-standard

identification approaches.

Here, no internal excitation is used, so that the constructed response is the free

response of the isolated substructure, perhaps with a constant bias or a linear trend,

see table 1. Such a response can be directly used to identify local modal properties.

The most basic dynamic information of a structure is represented by its natural

frequencies, and damage identification methods based on natural frequencies are simple

and fast [20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27]. Moreover, local natural frequencies of the isolated

substructure can be reasonably expected to be much more sensitive to its local damage

than the global natural frequencies. Therefore, this paper uses natural frequencies

of the isolated substructure for the purpose of local monitoring. As a result, a very

limited number of internal sensors is required for substructural identification. On the
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other hand, for the purpose of isolating the substructure, all interface DOFs should be

instrumented.

Local natural frequencies can be identified from the constructed free response of the

isolated substructure by the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA, [28]). Denote

the ith identified local natural frequency by ωM
i , and the corresponding natural frequency

computed using a Finite Element (FE) model of the isolated substructure by ωFEM
i (µ).

Let the vector µ collect the unknown damage parameters of the substructure; it is

identified here by minimizing the following objective function:

∆ (µ) :=
∑
i

∣∣∣∣ωFEM
i (µ)− ωM

i

ωM
i

∣∣∣∣2 . (16)

In order to improve the efficiency of the optimization, sensitivities of the natural

frequencies ωFEM
i (µ) can be computed in each iteration [26, 27] and used with any

standard gradient-based optimization approach.

4.2. Online monitoring

The proposed method can be used for online substructure identification due to its unique

features, which can be listed as follows:

• There is no limitation on the excitation outside the substructure, which can be

random excitation or operational loads, impact-type excitation, or any other general

excitation. This enables the method to be widely used in real applications.

• There is no limitation on the initial state of the structure. The time series (1) can

be selected beginning from any moment of the measured response.

• The substructure can be identified quickly and efficiently using the identified natural

frequencies of the isolated substructure.

Because of the above characteristics, the time series can be extracted online, stage by

stage, and the identification results in each stage will express the current damage state

of the substructure. Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the online identification.

5. Numerical example

A 2-floor frame with two spans (Figure 3) is taken as an example to test the proposed

online substructuring method. The frame contains six pillars and four beams, which are

numbered as shown in Figure 3. Each floor is 0.6 m high, and the length of each span is

0.6 m. The density is 7850 kg/m3, and Young’s modulus is 210 GPa. The cross-section

of all the pillars and beams is 6 mm × 50 mm. The first and the second order damping

ratios are set as 1%. Table 2 lists the first 14 natural frequencies of the global frame.

The second pillar in the first floor is chosen as the substructure to be virtually isolated

and monitored online.
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Figure 2. The flow chart of the online identification of the substructure.
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Figure 3. Numerical example: the frame structure.

Table 2. Numerical example: natural frequencies of the frame structure.

order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

frequency [Hz] 5.74 18.22 42.55 52.09 58.04 69.05 70.73

order 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

frequency [Hz] 88.61 88.70 88.70 88.72 98.04 166.66 182.44

5.1. Isolation of the substructure

The exposed DOFs of the substructure interface (Figure 4a) are horizontal displacement

u1, axial displacement u2, and rotation θ. Since the axial displacement is very small, only

the horizontal displacement and the rotation are considered for isolation as the dominant

interface DOFs. In a real application, a rotation is usually not easy to measure, while

it is easy to obtain structural accelerations. In order to isolate the substructure using

accelerations, a rigid horizontal massless element is introduced with one end fixed in the

interface node and the other end free; it is marked with the dash line in Figure 4b. Let
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Figure 4. Numerical example: (a) interface of the substructure; (b) sensor placement;

(c) isolated substructure.

a2 denote the vertical acceleration of its free end, and it can be expressed in terms of

the second derivatives of the axial displacement u2 and the rotation θ,

a1 = ü1,

a2 = ü2 + θ̈l,
(17)

where l = 60 mm is the length of the rigid element. Besides a2, accelerations at the

other two positions also need to be measured: the interface horizontal acceleration a1,

and the horizontal acceleration a3 in the middle of the substructure. If the interface

acceleration responses a1 and a2 are combined to zero using the proposed method,

they can be equivalently converted to virtual fixed supports. Then the substructure is

separated from the global structure into an isolated substructure, see Figure 4c, and the

acceleration response constructed with (6) at the position of a3 can be used for local

identification. The first natural frequency of the intact isolated substructure is 88.73 Hz.

5.2. Structural damage extents

Damage extent of each structural member is modeled in terms of its stiffness reduction,

µi :=
Ẽi

Ei

, (18)

where Ei and Ẽi denote respectively the original and reduced stiffness of the ith element.

Assume that the damage extents of all elements can be changing with time and let the

measurement time interval be 21 s. The damage extent µ2(t) of the 2nd pillar (the

substructure) is assumed to satisfy

µ2(t) :=


1 if t ≤ 7 s

0.8 if 7 s < t ≤ 14 s

0.8− 2(t− 14)/35 if 14 s < t ≤ 21 s

(19)

Figure 5 plots the assumed time histories of the damage extents of all elements.
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Figure 5. Numerical example: simulated damage extents of frame elements.

Figure 6. Numerical example, identified time histories of the substructural damage:

(a) without measurement noise; (b) with simulated 5% Gaussian measurement noise.

5.3. Online identification of substructural damage

A white noise excitation is applied to the second floor at the position shown in Figure 3.

Simulated acceleration responses a1, a2 and a3 are collected at the positions shown in

Figure 4. Section 3.4 lists certain parameters, which are important in the measurement

process and in extraction of the time series. The sampling frequency fs is 2000 Hz. The

damage of the substructure is identified online every 0.025 s. The length K of the time

series considered in each stage is 100 time steps, the number N of the time series is 220,

and the time delay ∆t between any two adjacent time series is one time step.

No excitation is applied inside the substructure, and so the free response of the

isolated substructure is constructed in each stage of online identification. The local

natural frequencies are identified by the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA, [28]).

The substructure damage is then estimated by minimizing the objective function (16)

using the identified and modeled natural frequency. First, the identification is based on

the accurate simulated measurement data; the results are almost ideal, see Figure 6a.

Then the measurements are contaminated with simulated Gaussian noise at 5% level;

the results are plotted in Figure 6b, and their accuracy is still acceptable. The method is

thus capable of detecting and tracking a damage that evolves in time, including sudden

stepwise changes as well as slower gradual changes.
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6. Experimental example

6.1. Experimental setup

An aluminum cantilever beam is used for experimental verification of the proposed

method, see Figure 7. The length of the beam is 136.15 cm, and the cross-section is

2.7 cm × 0.31 cm. Its Young’s modulus is 70 GPa, and the density equals 2700 kg/m3.

It is the part of the beam near the fixed end that is often important. The upper

part is thus selected as the substructure to be locally monitored, see Figure 7a. The

damage is modeled by cutting symmetrical notches along the beam near the fixed end

on the length of 10.2 cm; the stiffness of the damaged segment is decreased to 42% of the

original stiffness. It is difficult to have a varying damage extent during the sampling.

Therefore, in the experiment, online monitoring of a changing structure is simulated

by applying modifications outside the substructure. As a result, three different global

beams that share the same substructure are successively tested, which in the following

is referred to as the three phases of the experiment:

• Beam B1, which is the original beam (phase 1).

• Beam B2, which is the original beam with an additional mass attached outside the

substructure (phase 2).

• Beam B3, which is the original beam with an additional “sponge support” used to

fix its free end (phase 3).

In order to measure the response, three PVDF strain sensors are placed on the

substructure, two inside and one on the interface, and a laser vibrometer is used to

measure the interface transverse velocity. Figure 7a shows the placement of the sensors,
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Figure 8. Experimental example, the response measured in the three phases.

which are denoted by ε1, ε2, ε3, and v. When the responses of the interface sensors, that

is strain ε3 and velocity v, are combined to zeros, then they are effectively converted

into virtual supports, which separate the substructure into an independent isolated

substructure, which is shown in Figure 7b.

6.2. Excitation and responses

In the three phases of the experiment, the three versions of the beam are successively

excited and measured. In each phase, several random hits with a simple hammer are

applied outside the substructure and 12 s of the response is measured, see Figure 8,

where the beginning of the ith phase is marked with ti. The sampling frequency is

10 000 Hz.

6.3. Substructure isolation and identification

The damage of the substructure is identified online every 0.2 s, with a total of 50

identification in each phase and 150 identifications during the whole experiment. The

length K of the time series considered for each identification is 2000 time steps, and

the number N of the time series is 4000, while the time delay ∆t between any two

adjacent time series is one time step. The substructure is virtually isolated using

linear combinations of the measured time series, which yields by (6) the free responses

of the isolated substructure. The matrix X1:N in (6) is a Toeplitz matrix, and due

to the ill-conditioning of the deconvolution problem, the constructed responses are

usually divergent near the end of the considered time interval. The initial 0.12 s of the

constructed response is thus selected and used for modal identification. Examples of the

free responses constructed in each phase are shown in Figure 9. These responses are used

to identify the natural frequencies of the isolated substructure; the first seven of them

are listed in Table 3 and compared with the accurate values obtained from numerical

FE models of the intact and damaged isolated substructure. The natural frequencies

identified in the three phases are close to each other and also to the natural frequencies

of the damaged FE model, despite the fact that a different beam was used in each phase:
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Figure 9. Experimental example, typical free responses constructed in (a) phase 1;

(b) phase 2; (c) phase 3.

if the real substructures are the same, then the virtually isolated substructures are also

the same, no matter if the outside structure is the same or not. In addition, it confirms

the reliability of the constructed responses and the identified natural frequencies.

The substructure is divided into five segments, as shown in Figure 10. The second

segment has the length of 10.2 cm and is damaged. The actual damage extents of the

segments are thus [1.0 0.42 1.0 1.0 1.0] and remain the same in the three phases. The

free responses of the isolated substructure are constructed a total of 150 times. Each

time, the natural frequencies are found and used to identify the damage extents of the

five segments by minimizing the objective function (16). The identification results are

shown in Figure 11; the accuracy is acceptable. In the three phases, the substructure

remains the same, but the outside components are different. Therefore, the results

confirm that, using the proposed method, the identification of the substructure can be

performed online even if the outside structure changes during the sampling.
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Table 3. Experimental example: natural frequencies identified in each phase.

FEM [Hz] Identification [Hz]

order intact damaged phase 1 phase 2 phase 3

1 17.68 17.52 17.53 17.40 17.27

2 57.33 52.01 51.66 51.70 52.44

3 119.15 112.95 112.56 112.91 112.74

4 203.30 195.66 193.58 195.64 194.74

5 310.47 290.04 290.33 289.69 290.91

6 439.95 413.93 415.05 413.79 413.77

7 592.48 551.07 547.62 549.81 553.40

 

 

1 2 3 4 5

Figure 10. Experimental example, division of the substructure into five segments.
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Figure 12. Experimental example, the screw connection in the substructure.
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Figure 13. Experimental example, the eight cases of loose screws.

6.4. Detection of loose screws

In civil engineering, a screw is an important way of connecting elements. Loosening of

screws can cause serious accidents. In this section, loose screws are detected using the

proposed method. First, the beam mentioned above is cut into two parts in the middle

of the substructure, and then the parts are connected again using a short aluminum

plate and six screws as shown in Figure 12. According to which of these six screws are

loose, eight cases shown in Figure 13 are designed and tested in the following. The dark

color stands for the tight screws, while the light color stands for the loose screws. In

the experiment, the loose screws are still in the beam.

In each case, hammer excitations are applied randomly outside the substructure.

The response is measured and used to construct the free response of the isolated

substructure. The natural frequencies are identified separately in each case and listed

in Table 4. The results can be summarized as follows:

• In Case 1, all the screws are fixed well, so the isolated substructure is the stiffest,

and the natural frequencies are correspondingly the largest.

• Although the number of the loose screws in Case 4 is the sum of that in Cases 2

and 3, the change of the natural frequencies in Case 4 (with respect to the intact

Case 1) is not equal to the sum of the changes in Cases 2 and 3. The influence of

the loose screws is thus not linear.
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Table 4. Experimental example: the identified natural frequencies of the isolated

substructure (in Hz).

Order Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8

1 15.78 15.73 15.74 15.28 15.71 15.19 13.64 10.93

2 50.52 50.26 48.37 48.66 50.19 49.92 46.14 50.42

3 110.22 109.41 108.45 103.64 109.42 106.11 103.33 116.35

4 191.81 189.67 190.89 186.55 181.16 183.63 182.03 161.24

5 281.89 280.90 276.93 266.89 280.89 269.65 245.98 —

6 409.22 383.88 405.41 379.73 382.75 401.83 — —

7 533.29 520.92 523.84 493.86 518.23 502.00 — —

• The number of the loose screws in Cases 2 and 3 is the same, as well as in Cases 4

and 5, but the natural frequencies are different, because the positions of the loose

screws are different.

• In Case 7, three underside screws are all loose, while in Case 8 all the screws

are loose, so that the substructure is a nonlinear system. Theoretically, the

substructure isolation method is not feasible for nonlinear substructures, and

moreover, natural frequencies of a nonlinear system are time-varying. Here,

although the identified natural frequencies in Cases 7 and 8 are only approximate,

they still clearly reflect the decreased stiffness of the substructure. Loosening of

almost all the screws significantly influences the dynamic characteristics of the

beam, including a significant increase of damping. Consequently, the Eigensystem

Realization Algorithm (ERA) cannot identify the highly damped higher order

natural frequencies in Cases 7 and 8.

In short, the natural frequencies of the isolated substructure decrease as the number of

the loose screws increases. The presence of loose screws and their number can be thus

approximately detected using the proposed substructure isolation method. However, it

is hard to locate exactly which screws are loose due to their complicated and nonlinear

influence.

7. Conclusion

This paper extends the substructure isolation method to online local monitoring by using

time series of the measured response. A numerical simulation of a frame model and a

beam experiment are performed to verify the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed

method. The substructural damage can be detected in real time. The conclusions are

as follows:

• The initial state of the substructure can be non-zero, so that any section of the

measured response can be selected for substructure identification. Such a free

selection enables online identification.
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• In order to construct a reliable response of the isolated substructure, it is

recommended that the excitation has a wide frequency spectrum and an amplitude

high enough to ensure a high signal-to-noise ratio.

• Local identification of the substructural damage is carried out efficiently using only

the natural frequencies identified from the constructed free response. This simple

identification increases the feasibility of the method for online applications.

• The type and the placement of interface sensors can be flexibly selected according to

the demands of the application. However, the real-time performance and accuracy

of the proposed method is better on simple substructures with a relatively small

number of interface DOFs. These limitations are subjects of an ongoing research.
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